HS Linear Recirculating Ball Bearing and Guide-way Assembly
Higher load ratings – reliable – flexible

Product features
- KUVE25-B-HS high-speed monorail guidance system for speeds of up to 10 m/s
- Integrated lubricant reservoir
- Rigid, robust saddle plate
- O arrangement, 2-point contact
- Full-complement system
- Steel rolling elements

Technical advantages
- Optimized for high-speed applications
- High level of functional and crash safety
- Modular system
- Compact, ready-to-fit unit
- No reduction of load ratings or rigidity compared to the standard design of the same size and variant
- Interchangeable with the standard KUVE ..-B of the same size
Customer benefits

- Higher load rating
- Longer rating life
- High dynamics (10 m/s)
- Increased reliability
- Flexibility
- Uniform running behavior
- Low storage costs
- Compact design

Applications

- Robotics, FPDs, and handling equipment
- Medical equipment
- Factory automation
- Packaging industry
- Electronics manufacture
- Printing industry

Types available

- KUVE25-B-HS